Infinite Possibilities, Uniquely Yours.

Say goodbye to rattling blinds and billowing
curtains with light leakage.

Go Beyond Status Quo.

Eliminate the risk of strangulation
associated with chains and cords.
Trusted to provide superior protection
and light control, Ziptrak® has adapted its
globally popular outdoor system for the
interior market.

Clank!

Clank!
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k!

Clan
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Reshaping the
Interior Furnishing Industry.

Need to sleep in during the day? With
Ziptrak® Interior, you can enjoy a true
blackout experience, and get the rest you
deserve.

Ziptrak® Interior blinds provide excellent protection, in a streamlined
design; no messy cords or chains required. Choose from manual
Superspring® or motorised options, and a wide variety of fabrics.

Superior Light
Control

Ventilation
Without
Rattling

Protection
from Flying
Pests

Easy to
Operate

Exquisite
Designs &
Fabric

Manual or
Motorised

Exceptional
Quality &
Robustness

Low
Maintenance

© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd
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Imagination
is the Limit.

Turn Your Blinds Into
Art Pieces.

Ziptrak® Interior blinds
can add to your home
in a myriad of ways;
be it an interior
solution, a versatile
replacement of
wardrobe doors,
or even at a
statement piece.

Turn your blinds into beautiful
feature pieces with a custom
print fabric, or even photographs
of your loved ones.
Choose from a wide
variety of frame designs
to complement your
print and surrounding
decor.

With a bit of
creativity, the
sky’s the limit!

Bring the
Boutique
Home.
© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd

Motorised Ziptrak® Interior blinds, incorporated as a wardrobe
system, allows fashionistas to view their entire collection at once
by negating the need for traditional sliding doors. At the same time,
these screens prevent dust from accumulating within the wardrobe.
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Enhance Your Gaming &
Entertainment Experience.

Optimise
Meeting Rooms.

The superior light protection offered by the
Ziptrak® Interior system, coupled with high quality
blackout fabric, offers homeowners the ability to
enjoy the ultimate gaming or home theatre
experience, right in the comfort of their own
home.

Ziptrak® Interior blinds
can even be used as a
projection screen, offering
users enhanced light
control, and the flexibility
of using their interior space
more efficiently.

© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd
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Twin Blinds
for Increased
Versatility.
Enjoy the best of both worlds
with Ziptrak® twin blinds. Go
from diffused lighting with
sheer fabrics, to true blackout in
seconds. The transformation is
like night and day.

Featured:
(Left)
Twin Ziptrak®
Interior blinds
installation with
both blackout
and sheer blinds
fully closed.
(Right)
Blackout and
sheer blinds at
various heights.

© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd
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Customise

Be Spoilt
for Choice.

Your Own Fabric!
Use any textile fabric with
a fabric weight between
180g/m2 and 600g/m2.

A home is an expression
of self.

We offer fabrics that can
be printed on - having a
piece of art, photograph,
or unique quotes are now
possible with Ziptrak®
Interior blinds.

That’s why, we offer
homeowners a massive
selection of fabrics (a
whopping 120 fabrics,
and counting) to choose
from.
Have a special fabric you
want to use? We can also
customise your Ziptrak®
interior blinds, just the
way you want it.
The fabrics offered locally
are categorised as:

© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd

Sheer

Lush

Black Out

VentiMesh®

Lightweight fabrics that offer a
see-through effect similar to that of
day curtains.

As its name suggests, lush fabrics
are typically heavier and offer
privacy.

These fabrics are non-porous,
blocking out the sunlight and UVrays completely.

Mesh-like fabrics maintain optimal
ventilation, while keeping flying
pests out.
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Create Your Perfect Match.

Pair your desired fabric with one of our extensive frame finishes and create the perfect match for your design
aesthetic. View the full range at our retailers’ showrooms.
Standard

Metallic

Wood Grain

Leather

Stone

Adapted for
Local Homes.
Whether you live in a
condo, flat or landed
property, Ziptrak® Interior
blinds can be adapted to
fit your home.

Ziptrak® Interior Blinds With Invisible / Window Grilles
For those seeking to install invisible or window grilles, Ziptrak® Interior
blinds can be installed with these grilles, and enhance the look of your
home.
© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd
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Manual

Fingertip Control

Motorised

Remote Control
© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd

Mobile App

Voice Activation

* The above methods of operation may require the purchase of additional accessories.

Smart Home
17

Ziptrak®
Interior
Summary

Manual or Motorised

Slim Pelmet

To operate your blinds, simply pull
down, or push up. It’s that easy!

As slim as 7.5cm for blind
heights of up to 1.7m tall!

For even greater convenience, opt
for motorisation.

Design Your Blinds.
1

2

Key Dimensions
(Per Blind)

Define Your Desire

Share your vision with one of our Ziptrak® Interior Retailers. If you have an
interior designer or contractor, it’s a good idea to bring them along for your
appointment.

Decide if you would like Single or Double Blinds

Min. Width: 500mm
Max. Width: 3,000mm

Stops At Any Position

Max. Height: 3,000mm
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Select Your Frame Finish

The Ziptrak Interior system simply glides up
and down, stopping wherever you leave it.
®

Fabric Requirements
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180g/m2 to 600g/m2

Select Your Fabric

Channel & Track Width
32mm to 42mm
(allowance for out-of-square)
Slim Pelmet
75mm Pelmet for drops up to
1,700mm
95mm Pelmet for drops up to
3,000mm

© Durablinds Trading Pte Ltd
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Super Slim Track
Fabric edge is locked into small
side tracks, providing superior light
protection, and keeps pests out
even with your windows open.

No Silicon Required!
With its foam technology, silicon application is not
required, negating the need for reapplications. Ziptrak’s
foam does not affect the original wall finishing.

Choose between Manual or Motorised Operation

If you’re opting for a motorised finish, ensure that you have the necessary
electrical points to accommodate it

Arrange for Installation

6

ASK FOR

Ziptrak® Interior works, like other soft furnishing, should be fitted towards
the end of renovation works, as far as possible. Your Ziptrak® Interior retailer
will be able to advise and arrange a suitable installation date with you.

Ziptrak’s
Assurance
Ziptrak® Interior blinds
come with a standard
2 years fabricator
warranty against
manufacturing defects.
Do speak with your
shortlisted Ziptrak®
Interior retailer to
understand their service
warranty terms and
conditions before making
a purchase.
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sg.ziptrak.com

my.ziptrak.com

Ziptrak® Interior Authorised Retailer

